Tungusic and Mongolian vowel harmony: a minimal pair

0. Introduction

In this paper we offer an explanation of the apparently minimal difference between the vowel harmony systems of the Eastern Mongolian languages such as Khalkha, and those of languages belonging to the Tungusic language family. These two groups are fairly closely related, and are spoken in geographically contiguous areas.

In van der Hulst and Smith 1987 we proposed an explanation for the fact that Rounding Harmony (RH) in Khalkha and Buriat, which affects only underlying low vowels, may apparently "skip" over occurrences of the vowel /i/ as in (1).

(1)   Stem   Ablative Suffix   Output   Gloss
      mOrin-   -AAs   mOrin-00s   horse

The other high vowels in Khalkha - /u/ and /U/ - are opaque to RH despite being round themselves.

In the Tungusic languages that have RH the vowel /i/ acts as opaque to RH. However, the Tungusic languages share the opacity of /u/ (and /U/ if present) with Khalkha and Buriat. Compare example (2) from Standard Evenki.

(2)   Stem   Ablative Suffix   Output   Gloss
      OrOr-   -A   OrOr-0   deer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Destinative Suffix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OrOr-   -(i)glA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OrOr-iglA   deer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both groups of languages possess ATR Harmony (AH) as a regular feature, while many have RH.

Before we go into more detail we must discuss the theoretical framework we adopt here, which is a further development of that employed in van der Hulst and Smith 1987.

1. Theoretical Framework

A number of features of the theoretical framework utilized are
familiar. Firstly we employ the same single-valued feature framework assumed in recent work such as Anderson and Ewen 1987; van der Hulst and Smith 1987; Ewen and van der Hulst 1987, 1988; van der Hulst 1988; Smith, de Wit and Noske 1988; Smith and de Wit 1988; and Smith 1988.

Secondly we assume as previously a hierarchical model of the segment as proposed in Clements 1985 and Sagey 1986, and adopted by many others since. However we now claim that our proposal regarding vocalic features was misguided in certain respects, and claim that this must be adjusted in the light of new insights into the structure of the place tier.

In van der Hulst and Smith 1987 we employed the hierarchy in (3).

```
   PLACE
   / \  
   E   o
   / \  
  A   o
  / \  
I   o
/   U
```

The idea behind this proposal was that there is a fixed hierachization of vocalic features, suggesting that the relation between vocalic features can be put on a par with the relation between, for example, the laryngeal, supralaryngeal, nasal and place nodes, which are all constituents (referred to as class nodes) in a tree-like structure representing phonological segments. In this respect our proposal seemed to differ from that of Dependency Phonology in which the relation between features belonging to the same gesture is interpreted in terms of dependency rather than in terms of a constituency relationship.

As in current geometrical phonology, in DP, a segment is represented in terms of a tree-like structure. The constituents in this tree are the so-called gestures (which correspond roughly to the above-mentioned class nodes). Gestures contain the actual features, which can enter into dependency relations. Here, we will follow this line and assume the following model of segment-internal structure:
This view differs in details from the standard DP system. Also, we leave aside the status of major class and manner features for the moment and refer to Den Dikken and van der Hulst (1988) for a discussion of these matters.

The distinction between constituency relationship and dependency relationships is important and we will integrate it into our proposals regarding vocalic features. Unlike the hierarchical organization of class nodes or gestures, which is fixed, there is no fixed dependency relationship. Hence, both (5a) and (5b) are wellformed:

(5) a. place   b. place
    :   : 
    o   o
   / \ / \ 
  A  o I  o
 /  / 
I  A

Of course, as no linear precedence is implied we replace (5a & b) by standard DP notations, as in (6a & b), but nothing hinges on this point:

(6) a. A   b. I
    \    \ 
   /    / 
  I    A

A potential distinction which can be made between these two notations involves the (im)possibility of representing a "headless" segment, e.g. segment which, in their vocalic gesture contain a dependent feature without having a head. Before we discuss this crucial matter, let us briefly mention a few other aspects of the approach we assume here.

In van der Hulst 1988 it is pointed out the interpretation of the vocalic features depends on their status as either head or dependent. We will assume this proposal here and refer to Ewen and van der Hulst (this vol.) for some discussion. For the sake of this discussion we may confine ourselves to giving the respective feature definitions:
(7) a. Interpretation as a Governing Feature

[I]: Palatal constriction  
[U]: Velar constriction  
[A]: Pharyngeal constriction

b. Interpretation as a Dependent Feature

[I]: Expanded pharyngeal cavity (ie. ATR)  
[U]: Expanded labial cavity (ie. rounded)  
[A]: Expanded oral cavity (ie. lowered jaw)

2. Fusional Harmony

We accept the stance of Mester 1986 that Vowel Harmony that is dependent on the presence of some feature [F], and operates within the domain delimited by occurrences of that feature - so-called Fusional Harmony - is to be described as the result of the operation of the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) with respect to the feature [F].

This mode of explanation presupposes what Mester calls "dependent tier ordering", which, as Ewen and van der Hulst (this vol.) point out, corresponds to intragestural dependency in DP as discussed above.

In the model adopted by Mester, then, Fusional Harmony is the automatic consequence of the combination of this mode of representation and the OCP. In (8) we illustrate this using "our" single-valued features, rather than Mester's binary SPE-system:

(8)

```
V V V V V V V
: : : : : : :
PL PL PL PL PL PL
| | | > A A A
| | |  A
| | U
| U
```

Mester refers to harmony of this type as "fusional".

In the analysis of Turkic languages in general we assume that Palatal Harmony (PH) involves a dependent [I] being spread basically over a whole word. In some languages such as Kirghiz (Johnson 1980), Altai (Korn 1969), and Northern Altai (de Wit 1988) RH occurs in certain contexts fusonally on front vowels. This might suggest the following stacking of features:
(9)

: V
| PL
| A/I (= low/high vowel)
| I (= palatal constriction)
| U (= expanded labial cavity)

Dependencies of this type show that it is necessary to allow dependency "chains", although it might very well be that both (10a) and (10b) are wellformed:

(10) a. PL  b. PL
    |    |    
    A     A
    / \  / \ 
    I   I   U
    U

We will leave this matter undecided here.

3. Khalkha Rounding Harmony

Let us now turn to a consideration of the Khalkha RH facts. The vowel system is as in (11). We will indicate governing values of features by upper-case letters, and dependent values by superscript lower-case letters.

(11) The vowel system of Khalkha

/i/ = I\(i\)  /u/ = U\(i\)
/e/ = A\(i\)  /o/ = A\(i\)
/a/ = A

As we observe in van der Hulst and Smith 1987, /e/ is the [+ATR] vowel corresponding to /a/. For this reason the underlying representation of /e/ must be /A\(i\)/. This means that we have to have a redundancy rule introducing the feature [I]. This we give in (12).

(12) I & -U => I

That is, a dependent specification for [I], and the absence of [U] (governing or dependent) implies a governing specification for [I]. Observe that no specification as to [A] is required, since non-[A] vowels are also in agreement with this redundancy rule,
which thus achieves a more general formulation.

This fact is of immediate significance for the specification of /i/- the only other vowel falling within the ambit of the redundancy rule. /i/ does incorporate a certain redundancy as it is specified here. In terms of underspecification, we have two options, either to derive dependent [I] from governing [I], or to do the reverse. But Redundancy rule (12) already does the latter, so that this is the cheapest - and most elegant - way of expressing the redundancy involved.

Now we can turn to the behaviour of /i/ in relation to RH. The /i/-skipping case can be represented as follows:

(13) \[
\begin{array}{ccc}
V & V & V \\
: & : & : \\
PL & PL & PL \\
\mid & \mid & \mid \\
A & o & A \\
\mid & \mid & \mid \\
U & U & I
\end{array}
\]

Note that we thus analyse RH as fusional harmony, implying that the "empty node" does not count as a barrier to OCP-induced fusion. In other words the two cases of [A] may be regarded as adjacent and therefore susceptible to the action of the OCP by reason of the fact that there is no governing node present in the underlying representation of the intervening /i/.

Note that the addition of the governing feature [I], which will follow from the operation of Redundancy Rule (12) will not result in the interruption of the colinking of [A] to the first and third segments, since although [I] will be attached to the same dependent place node, a different subtier is involved.

The case of the opaque /u/ and /U/ is quite different, as can be seen from (14).

(14) \[
\begin{array}{ccc}
V & V & V \\
: & : & : \\
PL & PL & PL \\
\mid & \mid & \mid \\
A & U & A \\
\mid & \mid \\
U
\end{array}
\]

Here the first and third segments are not adjacent in respect of the nodes [A]. The superior node in this case, a governor, is present in the second segment, because of the presence of the governing feature [U].
4. Tungusic Rounding Harmony

As an exemplar of this group we select Standard Evenki. Standard Evenki has the following vowel system (Konstantinova 1964):

\begin{align*}
\text{(/i/} &= \text{I}^1 \\
\text{(/u/} &= \text{U}^1 \\
\text{(/@/} &= \text{A}^1 \\
\text{(E/} &= \text{AI} \\
\text{(a/} &= \text{A} \\
\text{(O/} &= \text{A}^u
\end{align*}

Note that in contradistinction to Khalkha Standard Evenki has an opposition between in unrounded vowels between front vowels /i/ and /e/ and central vowels /a/ and /@/ - where the latter is the [+ATR] congener of /a/. In other words we cannot make use of redundancy rule (12) for non-high vowels since the result of making /a/ [+ATR] is not a front vowel.

In Standard Evenki there is still a redundancy involved in the front high vowel /i/, however. Which aspect is redundant is clear. Both high vowels have a forecastable [ATR] feature.

This means that the kind of sequence that gave rise to skipping in Khalkha no longer has a representation such that this is possible.

\begin{align*}
\text{(16) } & \quad \text{V} \quad \text{V} \quad \text{V} \\
& : \quad : \quad : \\
& \text{PL} \quad \text{PL} \quad \text{PL} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \\
& \text{A} \quad \text{I} \quad \text{A} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \\
& \text{U}
\end{align*}

Because the most elegant expression of the redundancy rules in Standard Evenki required us to represent /i/ underlyingly as /I/, and not as /i'/ as in Khalkha, it is not possible for the OCP to work here.

Note that /u/ will block RH in Standard Evenki just as in Khalkha.

There are dialects of Evenki whose vowel system has both [+ATR] and [-ATR] /i/ and /u/, in which case of course neither of the features of /i/ will be redundant. There are, however, also dialects with no [-ATR] /i/, but which do have the [ATR] contrast in the back high vowels. This requires some attention.

The question is obviously which of the two aspects - governor or dependent feature - of this vowel is redundant. As there is no clear basis for deciding this, it would seem most obvious to let the status of the two features themselves decide. The situation whereby only a dependent feature is present, and no governor, is clearly a marked one, so that we assume that in this case the redundant feature is the dependent one.
It would therefore seem that in both these cases involving Evenki dialects, the end result is the same as in Standard Evenki. This corresponds with the facts in these dialects, as it appears to do in all Tungusic languages with RH. /i/ (and its [-ATR] congener, if present) is always opaque for RH.

5. Opacity in fusional and spreading harmony systems

Following Mester 1986, 1988 we have adopted a distinction between harmonies which are OCP-induced and those that are the direct result of spreading. The case of Turkic dialects in which rounding spreads in front words shows a case in which harmony takes place due to the spreading of a governing feature, which is similar to fusional harmony in that the harmony results from activity on another tier, but different from it in that this activity involves spreading rather than fusion. Following Steriade (1981), we will refer to this latter type as parasitic harmony. Mester makes refers to this as dependent spreading harmony (Mester 1986).

We end up with three kinds of harmony processes:

(19) A typology of harmony processes

a. fusional (OCP-induced)
b. spreading
c. parasitic

The distinction between fusional harmony and spreading harmony is in part at least dependent on the choice of the type of feature system. Cole and Trigo 1988 discuss a number of cases involving both fusional and parasitic harmony (although they use the term parasitic for both). Their approach differs from Mester's in ways that need not concern us here. They discuss the well-known situation commonly found in languages having ATR-harmony, of a low vowel lacking a harmonic congener which blocks the propagation of ATR. This can be interpreted as a situation in which ATR propagates in strings of NONLOW vowels. In their analysis ATR harmony is takes place within a [-low] domain, an analysis which would be impossible in our feature framework.

We have seen that opacity in type a systems results from the impossibility of collapsing two governors in the presence of an intervening governor. In spreading harmonies however opacity typically results from the impossibility for an intervening element to govern the spreading feature. Thus the ATR-situation just described would be an example of the second type of case.
6. Conclusion

Skipping as we have explained it is clearly a highly marked phenomenon - it will not all too frequently be the case that a dependent feature occurs without a governing feature. RH in both Tungusic and Eastern Mongolian languages is fusional harmony. Could skipping occur with spreading (vowel) harmony? We must admit that the possibility cannot be excluded. Situations that might provide cases of this would include the interactions of epenthetic vowels (i.e. vowels that initially at least have no melodies) and various types of vowel harmony.

A closer examination of other Tungusic and Eastern Mongolian systems must be made in order to establish whether the analyses posited for the languages discussed here are applicable to RH systems in the other languages. These seem to be behave in a similar fashion to the two languages examined here.
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